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There is nothing more enjoyable than experiencing the open air and
warmth while remaining protected from the damaging rays of the
harsh sun.

Outdoor blinds create the perfect space, to sit back and
enjoy the warmth of the sun with full control over all the
elements. Australian Outdoor Living have a wide range of
custom built blinds to suit any need, while ensuring the
sun’s strong rays are kept at bay.

With Australia’s glorious summer weather and breathtaking winters, it is important to make the most of your
outdoor areas. Outdoor blinds are a simple yet practical
answer providing effective shelter from the cold wind, sun
and any prying eyes.

Enjoy your living space in comfort and style, while ensuring
your privacy is maintained with the use of our blinds.
Adding value to your home and lifestyle outdoor blinds
are a welcomed addition to any window, open space or
outdoor entertaining area.

Our blinds come in a range of colours, designs and styles,
ensuring that there is something available to suit every home.

TYPES OF OUTDOOR BLINDS | CAFE BLINDS

One of the choices available for the outdoor space in your home is
a café blind, which can either be clear or tinted.
Our cafe blinds are designed to fit in with existing styles of a property
and can even add value with our professional finishes. For those
of you that look to enjoy your outdoor spaces year round, our café
blinds, bistro blinds and patio blinds are ideal.
All of our blinds are manufactured in Australia from superb quality
materials, making them highly durable. Café blinds ensure a
completely unrestricted view of your garden or view meaning that
these blinds are best for those wanting an invisible barrier between
inside and out. Choosing tinted café blinds adds additional relief
from the glare of the sun in a bid to keep your living space cool while
adding a touch of glamour.

No Exposed Zips,
or Stitching
They also have no pullies,
straps or other features to
spoil your view and come
in nine different colours,
while a winding mechanism
allows tension on the
blinds to limit flapping and
warping.

Wind Rated

As well as minimising the
sun’s rays and providing
protection, these blinds
also act to block wind
from swirling around your
outdoor living space,
ensuring a calm area in
which to relax.

Colour Variations
Available
Our café blinds are
available in two colours,
designed to enhance views
and create the perfect
outdoor entertainment
area for all weather
conditions.

Heat Reduction
and Insulation
Both the tinted and clear
styles are standard with at
least 20 SPF UV screening
from the sun, ensuring you
are protected from those
harmful rays as much as
possible.

TYPES OF OUTDOOR BLINDS | SHADE BLINDS
Australian Outdoor Living is well aware that another huge aspect
of living space involves maintaining a certain level of privacy.
You should be perfectly capable of sitting back in your outdoor living
spaces without being disturbed, and that is exactly what shade
blinds aim to achieve. The Bella Vista shade blind range is specifically
designed to make enhance home, while not inhibiting the views of the
surrounding area.
The Bella Vista shade blind range is specifically designed to enhance your
home, providing privacy and production while not inhibiting the views
of the surrounding area. ‘Bella Vista’ translates from Italian to ‘beautiful
view’ and these blinds certainly allow you to enjoy exactly that.
Choosing an outdoor blind from Australian Outdoor Living will guarantee
that your expectations will be met, enhancing your property in a
multitude of ways. Next time you host a gathering at home, be thankful
that you had the sense to invest in some outdoor blinds and enjoy the
atmosphere and compliments that they can create.

No Exposed Zips,
or Stitching
They also have no pullies,
straps or other features to
spoil your view and come
in nine different colours,
while a winding mechanism
allows tension on the
blinds to limit flapping and
warping.

High Durability

Maintain Views
and Create Privacy

Custom Designed
to Suit Your Home

As well as minimising the
sun, these blinds offer
durability. As with our
other types of blinds, these
are also manufactured to
a high standard here in
Australia, specifically made
to withstand our Aussie
weather conditions.

Due to their design, you can
still experience fantastic
views of your garden, while
those looking in will have
their view obstructed.
Therefore Shade blinds will
be of particular interest to
those who prefer a little
privacy.

You can decide exactly how
you wish to use the blinds
as there are a number of
variations available. These
blinds come in a vast range
of colours and materials.
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Outdoor Blinds | Artificial Lawn
Roller Shutters | Pergolas & Verandahs | Carports & Decking
Fibreglass Swimming Pools | Concrete Swimming Pools | Spas & Swim Spas
Please note that not all products are available in every state. For a list of
products available in your state, please see our website.
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